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Abstract

Contrary to much of the empirical literature, we find that increases in political
competition in one new democracy actually decrease the provision of publicly-provided
goods. This result is not especially surprising in light of the widespread consensus that
parties in new democracies often campaign on clientelistic transfers – which can be
a substitute for programmatic outcomes. However, we find no evidence that this is
driving the negative result in our empirical context of Mali. Instead, we find evidence
for a novel mechanism: an increased likelihood of coordination failures among elected
local councilmembers in more competitive districts. We develop a model that generates
predictions about when the coordination costs induced by political competition are
likely to result in worse publicly-provided goods outcomes: namely, when competition
increases coordination costs at a relatively faster rate than it decreases political rent-
seeking. In-depth interviews with local politicians inform our theory, while panel data
on local publicly-provided goods provision and election outcomes and a large-scale
phone survey of politicians allow for a rigorous test of the impacts of competition on
publicly-provided goods outcomes and of the mechanisms driving these impacts. We
expect coordination failures to be important in many contexts where local policymaking
requires the engagement of a broad coalition of potentially diverse actors and where
governance is relatively non-transparent.
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The current state of the empirical and theoretical literature on the effect of political

competitiveness in low- and middle-income democracies poses a conundrum. A number

of studies find that, as in the US,1 increases in political competition are good for welfare

outcomes such as provision of publicly-provided goods.2 However, others have argued that

the primary dimension along which parties compete is not publicly-provided goods provision

but rather clientelistic targeting due to the inability to make credible promises (Keefer,

2007), the efficiency of mobilizing bloc votes through group identities or traditional leaders

(Chandra, 2004; Rojo et al., 2015; Gottlieb, 2016a), or the relative value of targeted benefits

compared to that of programmatic investments Kitschelt and Wilkinson (2007). Indeed,

empirical studies validate a positive correlation between political competition and clientelism

or targeted transfers (Weitz-Shapiro, 2012; Wilkinson, 2007; Levitsky, 2007; Kopeckỳ, 2011).

If publicly-provided goods and targeted benefits are substitutes rather than complements

(Adida et al., 2016), then an increasingly competitive political system should lead to more

targeted benefits and fewer publicly-provided goods as a direct result of competition being

predicated on clientelistic targeting.

We examine the relationship between local political competitiveness and provision of

publicly-provided goods in one low-income democracy, Mali, and find a strong negative ef-

fect. In other words, localities that see greater increases in political competition experience

subsequent relative declines in local publicly-provided goods. However, we do not find evi-

dence in support of the above candidate mechanism suggested by the literature – that private

transfers are increasing to the detriment of publicly-provided goods. Rather, we find evidence
1A comparison across US states finds that low political competition is associated with low income growth

and anti-growth policies (Besley et al., 2010).
2In Brazil, Arvate (2013) finds that increasing competitiveness in local races increases the supply of local

publicly-provided goods such as student enrollment and immunization. Also in Brazil, De Janvry et al. (2012)
find that the welfare effects of conditional cash transfer programs were better in localities where mayors were
up for re-election. In the Philippines, Labonne (2013) finds that local incumbent politicians are electorally
rewarded for their performance – implementing a conditional cash transfer program – only when they are
operating in a competitive electoral climate. In Mexico, Díaz-Cayeros et al. (2014) compare outcomes in
indigenous communities ruled by participatory forms of government to those ruled by often monopolistic
political parties and find that provision of local publicly-provided goods increases faster in the former. And
in India, Crost and Kambhampati (2010) find that provision of schooling infrastructure is higher in more
competitive constituencies.
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for a new mechanism: that increasing political competitiveness makes coordination, required

for efficient governance, more difficult. Our focus on coordination problems among elected

politicians was motivated by in-depth interviews with local politicians in Mali conducted for

a qualitative data collection exercisethat sought to explain the unexpected negative relation-

ship between competition and publicly-provided goods in the quantitative data.

To generate predictions about where we should expect to see such negative rather than

positive effects of increased competition on publicly-provided goods, we develop a stylized

model. Assuming that politicians can use the public budget on some combination of rent-

seeking, private transfers, and publicly-provided goods, we demonstrate the countervailing

effects of competition on a politician’s ability to produce publicly-provided goods. On the

one hand, competition should decrease political rent-seeking, thus increasing the available

budget for investment in publicly-provided goods. On the other hand, competition increases

the relative cost of producing publicly-provided goods because it increases coordination in-

efficiencies. Thus, we propose that increased political competition is more likely to have a

negative impact on publicly-provided goods provision where: a) more diverse actors must

coordinate to make policy, e.g. proportional representation systems, and b) governance is

relatively non-transparent, such that competition is less likely to reduce rent-seeking.

Using a panel dataset of local electoral outcomes and local publicly-provided goods

(specifically, schools, clinics, water boreholes, and roads) in Mali, we demonstrate a negative

effect of competition on their provision. Our lagged dependent variable model mitigates im-

portant endogeneity concerns that arise from the possibility of reverse causality – or levels of

local publicly-provided goods determining local levels of competitiveness. We then test two

observable implications of our argument that provide evidence in favor of the coordination

mechanism. First, we show that the negative relationship between electoral competition and

local publicly-provided goods is more likely to obtain for goods that are more excludable and

thus require greater coordination among members from geographically distinct parts of the

district on what to build, how, and where to locate it. Second, we show that the negative
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relationship is also more likely in places where the local council does not have a majority

party and thus multi-party coalitions are required to make and implement local policy. With

additional data on reported spending on private transfers from a survey of over 600 local

councilmembers in Mali, we test and find no evidence in support of a plausible alternative

explanation: because political competition is predicated on private transfers, increases in

competition reduce provision of publicly-provided goods when these funds are instead used

on private transfers.

We do not dismiss the plausibility of this alternative explanation. Rather, our theory

accommodates it and describes when we should expect to see this mechanism driving the

negative relationship between competition and publicly-provided goods. The more substi-

tutable are private transfers and publicly-provided goods, the more likely competition will

increase private transfers at the expense of publicly-provided goods. This does not rule out

the additional effect whereby political competition raises coordination costs, thus increas-

ing incentives to invest in private transfers rather than in publicly-provided goods, as these

mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. In our setting, where private transfers do not in-

crease with competition, we are better able to isolate and provide evidence in favor of the

coordination mechanism.

This paper contributes to the literature on democratic development in poor countries

by exposing a new, previously ignored relationship between electoral competition and the

ability of politicians to effectively govern in between elections. Studies at the macro level

of the effect of democracy on provision of publicly-provided goods are mixed, with some

finding the expected positive relationship (Stasavage, 2005; Besley and Kudamatsu, 2006)

and others finding a null or negative relationship in low-income countries (Boix, 2001; Ross,

2006). Our theory and findings provide one explanation for this discrepancy.
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1 Political Competition and Publicly-Provided Goods

In this section, we first introduce a stylized model that yields testable predictions about the

impact of political competition on provision of publicly-provided goods and private transfers.

We then discuss evidence from the existing literature and our qualitative data that provides

additional intuition for the theory.

Extending the standard model of political accountability

Standard models suggest that increasing political competition leads to superior publicly-

provided goods provision. According to these models (e.g., (Besley, 2006; Fearon, 1999)), it

is a credible threat from the opposition that disciplines incumbent behavior in office – and

greater levels of political competitiveness increase the threat of election loss. Empirically,

this should mean that increases in competition result in greater public expenditures, assum-

ing such is preferred by the electorate. For example, Hatfield (2015) provides a model where

competition for capital drives up the provision of productive publicly-provided goods. Simi-

larly, Brueckner (2006) models political competition enhancing incentives to invest in human

capital. Weingast (1995) and Hatfield and Padró i Miquel (2012) argue more generally that

political competition can enhance incentives for long-term productive investments. Examin-

ing how such models hold up to data, Hatfield and Kosec (2013) show that more competitive

jurisdictions in the United States have greater expenditures on publicly-provided goods and

tend to grow faster.3 In a developing country context, political competition could be per-

ceived as increasing politician effort and decreasing corruption. For example, Ferraz and

Finan (2011) use data from corruption audit reports to show that first term mayors mis-

appropriate significantly fewer resources than do second term mayors since they face the

prospect of reelection.

There are two factors which standard models importantly do not take into account

(though other literature does), but which are important in country contexts like that of
3These are largely financed through higher taxes in such jurisdictions.
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our empirical case, Mali (see Section 7 for a full discussion on scope conditions and gener-

alizability). The first is the fact that political competition may not be predicated on the

provision of publicly-provided goods, but rather—at least in part—on private transfers to

citizens. The second is the fact that, while political competition may increase the amount

of resources that can potentially fund publicly-provided goods (by reducing corruption and

increasing policymaker effort), it may simultaneously exacerbate the costs of policy coordi-

nation and thus make public expenditures less efficient. This might manifest itself in more

frequent and less productive meetings to decide on infrastructure projects or aspects of ser-

vice provision, or in only partially-constructed (and thus useless) infrastructure projects—a

rampant problem in developing countries (Williams, 2016).

Together, these two phenomena increase the likelihood that political competitiveness

leads to reductions rather than gains in publicly-provided goods. As the production of

publicly-provided goods becomes relatively less efficient, politician spending on such goods

undergoes both an income effect (they can buy fewer publicly-provided goods than they could

before) and a substitution effect (politicians re-direct money into more efficiently provided

private transfers). Thus, coordination costs may very well lead to fewer and lower-quality

publicly-provided goods even when more resources are allocated to publicly-provided goods.

Consider the following stylized model that incorporates insights from existing models

of political competition while further incorporating these two additional factors. A local

politician (mayor) overseeing an elected local council is assumed to be motivated both by

being in office and by personal benefits she can obtain through misappropriation of public

funds.4 The politician has a fixed budget B that incorporates both transfer funds from

higher levels of government as well as the value of all of her time. She can allocate it across

three investments: keeping it for herself (misappropriation of funds and/or reduction of

effort), s; providing it to voters in the form of direct, private transfers, t; and investing it in
4To make the model more tractable, we consider the politician as a unitary actor. Policymaking in our

empirical case is a function of a council of actors, but for the purposes of the theoretical abstraction, we
assume that the mayor bears all costs of coordination and behaves accordingly.
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publicly-provided goods, p.

A production function translates investments into output. Both s and t have the feature

that output equals investment; that is, Os(s) = s and Ot(t) = t. However, investments in p

require the politician to coordinate with members of the local council, and such investments

are accordingly subject to coordination inefficiencies. Specifically, Op(p) = δp, where δ ∈ [0,1]

is a decreasing function of an exogenously determined level of political competition c—that

is, δ = f(c). With more political competition, the same investment p thus results in fewer

publicly-provided goods, Op.

Coordination inefficiencies are unlikely to be of the same size for all publicly-provided

goods. Some goods are easy to coordinate on as they are non-excludable and easy to share.

Other goods, in contrast, present especially large coordination inefficiencies since they are

highly excludable and hard to share. To capture this, we can consider that the politician

further divides p across n different publicly provided goods, p1 . . .pn. For each good k,

δk = fk(c). Without loss of generality, suppose δk ∈ [0,1] is decreasing in k, such that good

p1 is the least excludable (easiest to coordinate on) while pn is the most excludable (hardest

to coordinate on).

Motivated by existing literature, we assume s and thus Os is strictly decreasing in political

competition c. The politician then allocates these additional resources across t and p so as

to maximize voter utility and thus the likelihood of reelection. Voter utility is described by

the function U = g(Ot, Op).

From the setup, it is clear that the politician will have some optimal allocation of B− s

over t and p. However, as political competition increases, δ decreases and thus investments

in p become relatively less attractive, while at the same time s is decreasing and so B−s is

increasing. The speed with which δ decreases relative to s will determine whether increases

in political competition lead to increases in Ot and/or in Op; this is an empirical question.

However, the model yields several predictions:

H1 How increases in political competition c affect publicly-provided goods Op depends on
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the relative rate of change of δ and s. More precisely, as
∣∣∣dδdc ∣∣∣ increases relative to

∣∣∣dsdc ∣∣∣,
increases in political competition are more likely to decrease Op.

H2 If there are decreases in provision of publicly-provided goods Op with increases in

political competition c, the size of such decreases will be increasing in k, the degree of

excludability (and thus difficulty of sharing) of the publicly-provided good.

The comparative statics prediction regarding the relative rate of change of δ and s in H1

is depicted graphically in Figure 1. Here, we show the effect of an increase in competition on

both Op and Ot (i.e. t). The net effect on the budget constaint is represented by the move

from BLC to BHC . In this example, the positive income effect produced by the decrease in

s is swamped by the negative income and substitution effects produced by the decrease in

δ. As a result, we see that the new budget’s y-intercept indicates that the politician can

now afford more private transfers t, but its x-intercept indicates that the politician can now

obtain fewer publicly-provided goods, Op. Of course, a greater decrease in s could move the

budget line far enough rightward that both t and Op are increased.

At a given level of c, s and δ, investments in private and publicly-provided goods, t and p,

are substitutes because they both enter positively into the politician’s budget. However, the

elasticity with which one good can be substituted for another depends on voter preferences.

For instance, voters may place exactly equal weight on both goods such that a relative change

in price will lead to a complete substitution of the more expensive good for the less expensive

one. Or, voters may place greater weight on one, or have some minimum threshold of the

good that needs to be met before they would substitute one for another.

Given this, even if Op decreases with competition, the effect on t is ambiguous. Depending

on the relationship between the income and substitution effects generated by a decrease in

δ, several outcomes may obtain. First, even when an increase in c results in a decrease in

Op, a politician may sufficiently increase t (because t is now relatively more efficient, and

substitutable) such that we observe increasing outputs of private transfers Ot and decreasing

outputs of publicly-provided goods Op. Second, if private transfers and publicly-provided
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the effect of an increase in competition on publicly-
provided goods and private transfers

Note: The gray dotted line isolates the income effect of increasing δ while the black dotted line shows the
combined income and substitution effects. The budget line BHC has the same slope as the black dotted line,
but has moved outward to represent the positive effect on income of decreasing s.

goods are less substitutable, the negative income effect from decreasing δ can swamp the

positive substitution effect such that a null or even negative effect on Ot obtains. The extent

to which outputs of private transfers and publicly-provided goods are substitutable is another

empirical question. This leads to a third hypothesis:

H3 The less substitutable are private transfers and publicly-provided goods, the greater

the possibility that an increase in c (and subsequent decrease in δ) could simultaneously

decrease Op and decrease (or have no effect on) t and Ot.
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Figure 1 demonstrates graphically how the nature of the relationship between the two

goods can affect whether an increase in competition has a positive or negative effect on t as

proposed in H3. The two sets of indifference curves represent more substitutable goods (solid

lines) and less substitutable goods (dashed lines). Moving from point A (low competition) to

point B (high competition), or from point A (low competition) to point B’ (high competition),

the effect on Op is always negative. By contrast, in the case of the more substitutable goods,

the effect of competition is positive (Bt > At); while in the case of the less substitutable

goods, the effect of competition is negative (B’t < At).

Competition, coordination and publicly-provided goods

Our decision to consider the linkages between competition and coordination failures is both

motivated by our qualitative data and substantiated in several strands of existing literature.

First, we describe what we mean by coordination in the context of governance by a council

of actors. In producing local publicly-provided goods, coordination is required to choose the

type of preferred good and its location. To the extent that there are differing opinions among

the population and its political representatives on either dimension, failure to coordinate

could result in a prolonged decision-making process and stalled provision of services, or

worse, outright conflict and non-provision of services. Political competition, especially in

the form of many fractionalized parties representing different groups and thus interests in

the community, can make coordination more difficult. While related, this discussion diverges

from the much written about topic of collective action and local provision of publicly-provided

goods because the goods in our case are mostly not self-provided; the resources instead

come mainly from outside and are not contingent upon local contributions. The strategic

actors whose actions must be coordinated are further not individual community members

but elected local government officials.
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Existing literature

Two strands of literature support the idea that competition can exacerbate coordination fail-

ures in governance. First, a long tradition in American politics considers the phenomenon of

vote trading or log-rolling in Congress whereby legislators representing different groups trade

votes with one another to create sufficient coalitions to pass projects with narrow interest

groups (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962). While such a market for votes can have the benefits of

satisfying diverse preferences across the electorate, Weingast and Marshall (1988) describe

the losses that accrue as a result of failures among parties to credibly commit. Namely,

trading support for different pork projects necessarily implies noncontemporaneous benefit

flows to each party and nonsimultaneous voting opportunities meaning that parties benefit-

ing early will have an incentive to renege. In our case, local publicly-provided goods similarly

need broad-based support among coucilmembers for successful production and completion.

When councils are fractionalized as a result of competitive races, intra-council bargaining

will suffer from similar problems faced by vote-traders in Congress. Williams (2016) shows

that the particular nature of local provision of publicly-provided goods, with its many steps

from policy decision to fund transfer to procurement to construction, increases the likelihood

that coordination failures stymie the successful policy implementation – in this case, project

completion.

Second, political concentration can in some cases lend itself to better public policymaking.

In studying the practice of democracy in the Senegalese context, Schaffer (2000) has argued

that voters do not maximize personal preference when participating in elections but rather

engage as a means of reinforcing the bonds of community solidarity for collective rather than

personal security. If the provision of local publicly-provided goods has historically relied upon

consensus, coordination and collective action from within the community, then competitive

elections may undermine the ability of community leaders to ensure collective social survival

by generating rivalry among new or pre-existing social factions. For instance, Tsai (2007)

describes how solidary groups that both encompass an entire village and embed the village
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leaders stimulate better local publicly-provided goods provision by establishing norms of

collective contribution and rewarding better leaders with higher moral standing. Schaffer

(2000, p. 114) claims that this seemingly anti-democratic form of electoral participation

that prizes consensus over conflict (referred to as demokaraasi in Senegal) is unsurprising in

contexts like our empirical case of Mali, which are dominated by economic uncertainty and

where “vulnerable electors use their votes to make their environment less precarious, whether

by exchanging votes for material rewards or by solidifying bonds with religious leaders and

community members.”

Qualitative data

In conversations with local elected politicians in Mali (see Section 3.2 for a description of the

data collection), we heard several insights that motivated us to consider coordination failures

as a possible explanation for the negative relationship between political competitiveness and

publicly-provided goods provision. Further echoing Schaffer’s (2000) view that a strong

democracy in such a West African context may be built on consensus rather than conflict,

several politicians painted the political competitiveness of their commune in a negative light.

One says negative campaigning can render the commune more competitive, implying the

latter is a bad thing.5 Another says competition is high because of aggressive parties which

also suggests a negative attitude toward competition.6

In one commune that has become less competitive over time, a politician explains this

“is the result of the population beginning to understand that politics is a competition that

should be played out passively and not in disorder and aggressiveness.”7 The respondent also

attributed the concomitant increase in health clinics to “good governance,” which is especially

notable given that he hails from an opposition party. In stark contrast, an opposition

politician8 in another commune blames recent decreases in public goods provision on the
5Respondent 19.
6Respondent 21.
7Respondent 94.
8Respondent 28.
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mayor’s failure to work for the development of the commune. He describes intense political

competition there as cleaving along ethnic lines and says the mayor directs most public works

to his coethnics – evidence of a challenge to coordination.

When asked what explains low levels of competition in their communes, only a few re-

spondents pointed to negative reasons such as a lack of voter information or sophistication,

while many more suggested the potentially performance-enhancing conditions under which

consensus and coordination might arise – strong familial ties, well-organized communities

and brokers, the dominant party having more finances and political power, and that strong

incumbents breed loyalty. One respondent even explicitly said the development of coalitions

among parties has led to a decline in competitiveness. In one commune9 with decreasing

competitiveness and increasing provision of publicly-provided goods, we found another exam-

ple of the potential benefits of non-competition. Politicians suggested that the long history

of a single dominant party operating in the commune is significant for constituents. Here

again, even the opposition party attributed recent increases in publicly-provided goods to

the mayor.

2 Political Context

Mali’s decentralization of political authority to 703 commune governments allows us to study

the relationship between local political competition and local publicly-provided goods pro-

vision holding institutional and cultural factors constant. Below, we describe how local

governments are elected and how they raise and spend resources on local publicly-provided

goods. Then, we marshal evidence from our interviews with politicians to describe the nature

of party competition in Malian communes.
9Commune 13.
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2.1 Electoral Context

Since 1999, local government councilors have been elected with five-year mandates. In each

election, parties submit closed candidate lists and seats are accorded to parties based on

proportional representation. The number of seats on a commune council ranges from eleven

to forty-five, based on population, and in every commune an average of six parties compete for

those seats. For the first three of these elections, the mayor and her bureau (several adjunct

positions) were elected indirectly from among the commune councilors. The November 2016

elections, which were been postponed twice due to conflict in the North of the country,

instituted direct mayoral elections for the first time.

Members of the commune bureau are given a small indemnity for their service and ex-

pected to manage the day-to-day affairs of the commune while the councilmembers are only

required to participate in regular council meetings. While the mayor bureau members can

set the agenda, policy decisions are subject to a full vote by the council. In the more than

half of communes where no party won a clear majority, this means that coalitions among

councilmembers and parties are required to make and implement policy.

There are a few regularities of Mali’s local elections that are worth noting. First, as

evidence of the importance of coalition politics, when the largest party has a plurality of

seats rather than a majority, the mayor is more likely to come from one of the smaller

parties. Second, incumbent mayors won in only 29% of communes in 2009. This is one piece

of evidence of Mali’s high electoral volatility. Another is rampant party-switching, not only

by voters, but also by politicians. In our survey of more than 600 local politicians, about a

quarter said they had switched parties at least once in their political career.

2.2 Intra-governmental Transfers

Public policy in each commune is made by a commune council. In addition to government

subsidies, a small amount of tax revenue, and donor aid, councils receive about $30,000 per

annum for use on community development projects from a government agency (the Agence
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Nationale d’Investissement des Collectivités Territoriales), which represents the largest share

of their budget. Communes comprise an average of 18 different villages, and these project

funds typically allow them to select one village in which to build a community development

project per annum. Our measure of publicly-provided goods will consider the aggregated

number of these types of local public infrastructure projects within the commune. Given

that project funds are distributed annually, the four-year lag between the election of a new

council and our measure of publicly-provided goods provision should be sufficient to capture

real changes in our publicly-provided goods measure.

Because the public financing of urban communes differs substantially from that of rural

communes, we limit our sample to Mali’s 666 rural communes. Urban communes are able to

raise taxes on businesses and can profit from the use of local land by private companies which

increases their budget as well as the stakes of local politics. In addition, the types of basic

services that are important in rural areas and that comprise an index of publicly-provided

goods we construct and call our public goods index are not necessarily the same in urban

areas. For instance, unpaved roads are sought after in rural areas while paved roads are

more likely in urban ones, and unpaved roads may be an inferior good.

2.3 Drivers of Competition

Here, we describe the nature of local political competition that emerges from our interviews

with politicians. Common to many new democracies, competition is described both as being

driven by programmatic concerns and by clientelistic ones. Programmatic strategies include

developing projects in the commune and emphasizing past records of achievement. Clientelis-

tic strategies include small transfers of money or goods (vote-buying) and cleavages along

ascriptive characteristics that signal a greater likelihood of future targeted transfers. For

instance, when asked what drives high levels of competition in their communes, politicians

pointed to cleavages along ethnic, kin, and village lines. And as one politician said, “Voters
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are only interested in money; it is very easy to influence them.”10

Unsurprisingly given the country’s very low score on the party system institutionalization

index – the second lowest in Africa (Riedl, 2014), local politics is highly personalistic rather

than disciplined by parties. Politicians suggested a key reason for this: getting a seat on the

council is a way to personally enrich oneself and get access to information. The institution

of closed-list proportional representation may incentivize politicians who are jockeying for

high list positions to break off and form their own party where they can be at the top of the

list. For instance, party reconfigurations resulting from personal ambitions and intra-party

disputes have led to shrinking parties. One politician said party switching left supporters

confused, another said a member of a dominant party broke off to form a popular inde-

pendent party, and another said some members left to create a new party.11 Such party

fractionalization can contribute to coordination problems when the council must decide on

and implement commune-wide policies.

3 Empirical Strategy and Data

In this section, we first describe our data and empirical strategy for the quantitative analysis

that yields our main result with respect to the relationship between political competitiveness

and provision of publicly-provided goods. We then describe our data collection strategy for

our qualitative examination of the potential mechanisms driving the surprising result.

3.1 Quantitative Analysis

We employ a lagged dependent variable estimation strategy, using panel data on local elec-

tions (2004, 2009) and provision of local publicly-provided goods (2008, 2013) to test the

effect of changes in electoral competitiveness on publicly-provided goods. Specifically, we
10Respondent 89.
11Respondents 7, 19, and 50.
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estimate the following econometric specification:

PGi,2013 = β0 +β1∆Competitioni,2009−2004 +β2PGi,2008 +γXi+ εi (1)

where i indexes communes, PGi,t is a publicly-provided goods outcome in commune i in

year t, ∆Competitioni,2009−2004 is a measure of the change in the competitiveness of electoral

races in commune i between 2004 and 2009, and Xi is a vector of control variables, described

below. Standard errors are clustered at the cercle level to allow for arbitrary autocorrelation

of errors among communes within a cercle; the average cercle contains 14 communes. This

choice is motivated by the fact that there are instances of party organization at the cercle

level that might influence political competition within the cercle – both because parties

may have a higher-level administrative office at the cercle and because there are cercle-level

councils that comprise representatives from all constituent communes.

Local elections are supposed to be held every five years, and have thus far taken place in

1999, 2004, 2009, and 2016.12 Thus, examining changes between the 2004 and 2009 elections

captures the effects of the most recent changes for which we have data in the competitiveness

of local elections in Mali. Data on publicly-provided goods are available in two years: 2008

and 2013. Having publicly-provided goods data from 2013 is useful since by this time—

four years after the 2009 elections—one would expect any increases or decreases in electoral

competitiveness between the two elections we consider to have impacted publicly-provided

goods provision. Having publicly-provided goods data from 2008 is useful as this captures

the state of publicly-provided goods provision at the very end of the first administration,

and thus immediately before any changes in electoral competitiveness brought about by the

2009 elections.

Our econometric specification effectively allows us to understand how changes in electoral

competitiveness affect the state of publicly-provided goods provision four years later, while
12The 2014 elections were postponed several times due to continued insecurity and finally took place in

November 2016.
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taking into account the starting point of publicly-provided goods provision. We show that

our results are robust to inclusion or exclusion of several controls which we add iteratively.

Among these is a control for electoral volatility, described below; robustness to inclusion

of this control increases our confidence that our results are due to changes in electoral

competition itself and not due to the correlation of competition with electoral volatility.

With panel data, we are able to mitigate some endogeneity concerns that would be present

in a cross-sectional regression; namely, that higher levels of competitiveness may be a result

of higher levels of prior publicly-provided goods provision. Our lagged dependent variable

specification, where we examine changes in competitiveness prior to the measurement of the

outcome variable, limits the concern that our findings are driven by reverse causality.13 To

further reduce threats of omitted variable bias, e.g. that some unobserved characteristic such

as faster economic development is driving both increases in competitiveness and increases in

publicly-provided goods, we considered a first differences approach, which identifies within-

locality trends. However, such a specification requires a no differential trends assumption

that we do not believe is reasonable in our case. In particular, places that have already

achieved high publicly-provided goods levels likely have different pre-trends with respect to

the evolution of publicly-provided goods relative to places with lower initial publicly-provided

goods levels. Given this concern, the lagged dependent variable model is optimal as it allows

us to maintain the benefit of looking at changes in the independent variable and its effects

on the dependent variable at different initial levels of publicly-provided goods, e.g. allowing

localities to be on different pre-trends.

We thus always include the lagged (2008) level of our Anderson Index of publicly-provided

goods provision as it flexibly allows the level of publicly-provided goods provision in 2013 to

vary according to its initial level in 2008, prior to the 2009 elections. For example, communes

that already have a great deal of infrastructure may be more accessible and thus precisely the

places where new infrastructure is built. Or, conversely, one might expect that communes
13Notably, we get substantively different results when we use a cross-sectional regression with only one

year of election and publicly-provided goods data.
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with relatively little infrastructure initially are more likely to see new infrastructure built

due to pent up demand.

Independent Variables

We measure electoral competitiveness in two ways: First, using a Herfindahl-Hirschman

Index (HHI) of political concentration, and second, considering the margin of victory of the

winning party (i.e. the difference in seat shares between the most popular and the second

most popular parties). We use both measures of political competitiveness as each captures

a different dimension of the potential coordination problems that might arise on the council.

HHI effectively captures party concentration. The more concentrated are political parties,

the more easily they should be able to govern effectively – either because one party has a clear

majority, or because a concentrated plurality party is better able to form durable coalitions.

Margin of victory captures the relative bargaining power of the two largest parties. If the

margin is large, then the dominant party will be better able to railroad through policymaking

decisions. However, if the margin is small, the dominant party will be more likely to be held

hostage by the second largest party.

As we measure electoral competitiveness as a change between two elections (2004 and

2009), for both measures we subtract the 2004 level from the 2009 level. For each commune

i and for each of the two election years we consider, the HHI is constructed by summing the

squared seat shares (sp) of all parties p ∈ {1, ...,n} that competed in the commune counsel

elections:

HHIi =
n∑
p=1

s2
p (2)

Since sp ∈ [0,1]∀p, HHIi ∈ [0,1]. A higher value of HHIi indicates greater political concen-

tration, and thus less electoral competition. HHIi = 1 when a single party wins all seats,

and adding an additional party which wins seats would lower HHIi. Additionally, in two

communes with the same number of parties competing, the commune with the closest to an

“even” split of the votes (e.g. 50 percent each in the case of 2 parties, 33.33 percent each in
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the case of 3 parties, etc.) would have the lowest HHIi of the two.

Margin of victory is constructed by simply taking the difference in the seat share between

the two largest parties on the council.14 Similarly to HHI, a greater margin of victory

indicates less electoral competitiveness.

Dependent Variable

We measure publicly-provided goods provision in 2013, our dependent variable, using infras-

tructure data on the number of each of a bundle of local publicly-provided goods present

in the commune: schools, clinics, boreholes, and roads. We combine these into a summary

index, or Anderson Index, using methods described by (Anderson, 2008). The index stan-

dardizes and mean-centers each of the four composite variables and then combines them into

a single index using an inverse covariate weighted average. We call this our public goods

index. As a robustness check, we additionally consider an alternate public goods index: one

that uses the same four composite variables and carries out a principal components analysis

(PCA). We take the first principal component emerging from this analysis as our PCA public

goods index.

Control Variables

We include a number of control variables which we iteratively add to ensure that our results

are robust and not sensitive to the particular control set used.

First, we control for a measure of electoral volatility, which we capture using a Pederson

Index (PI). Given the high volatility of Mali’s political system caused, in part, by frequent

party switching by candidates, we worried that our measures of competitiveness might be

capturing volatility in addition to partisan pressures. In theory, these constructs could have

opposite effects on governance, e.g. partisan pressures in a competitive system may lose

force when party attachments are unstable. For each commune i and for each of the two
14Results are robust to using vote share instead of seat share in both instances.
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elections t on which we focus (2004 and 2009), we thus construct a PIi,t by summing the

absolute value of the difference in the seat shares (sp) in the election of period t and that

of period t− 1 (the previous election)15 of all parties p ∈ {1, ...,n} that competed in either

election, and then dividing by two:

PIi,t =
∑n
p=1 |sp,t− sp,t−1|

2 (3)

Since sp ∈ [0,1]∀p, ∑n
p=1 |sp,t− sp,t−1| ∈ [0,2], and thus PIi,t ∈ [0,1]. A higher value of PIi,t

results when there are more individual vote transfers or when there is party entry and

exit, and indicates greater electoral volatility. When PIi,t = 0, parties have the exact same

distribution of seats across the two consecutive elections. When PIi,t = 1, all parties that

won seats in a given election fail to obtain any seats in the next.

Second, we control for the change in logged population between 1998 and 2009. Doing so

explicitly allows communes with different population trends leading up to the 2009 elections

to have different publicly-provided goods outcomes four years after the election. For exam-

ple, communes that were already growing rapidly leading up to the 2009 elections may be

experiencing an upward trend in development. To the extent that such trends are correlated

with changes in electoral competition between the 2004 and 2009 elections, we might be

worried about omitted variable bias if we fail to include these controls.

Third, we control for the overall level of development (or growth in the level of develop-

ment) in a commune by including measures of the state of publicly-provided goods provision

by other levels of government. Specifically, we focus on two measures for which we have

consistent commune-level data over time despite the goods being provided by the central

government: kilometers of paved roads and number of sources of electricity. We try con-

trolling for access to these goods in two ways: first, by controlling for their 2008 levels,

and second, by controlling for changes in these variables between 2008 and 2013. Control-

ling for these variables in their level form allows initial levels of development to influence
15When t=2004, the previous election is the 1999 election. When t=2009, it is the 2004 election.
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2013 publicly-provided goods provision by communes, while controlling for changes in these

variables allows communes on different growth trends in development to see different 2013

publicly-provided goods provision by communes.

3.2 Qualitative Analysis

To better understand the mechanisms that produced the relatively surprising finding in

the quantitative data, we collected rich narrative data from local politicians in a targeted

sample of communes. In summer 2016, we interviewed 111 locally elected councilors from

24 communes in Mali. These communes were randomly sampled from 16 different commune

types to provide maximum variability in responses on our constructs of interest. First, we

created quartiles for measures of change in electoral volatility and competitiveness (using the

Herfindahl index). Then, we selected one or two communes at random from the 16 unique

combinations of our two categorical variables. In each of the 24 sampled communes, we then

used prior election and councilmember data to identify parties and politicians to interview.

We targeted at least one current or former commune councilor from each of the following

party types:

• Dominant party: Party that won the most votes in either year

• Opposition party: Party that won the second most votes in either year

• Marginal party: Party that was not one of the top two parties in either year

In each party, we aimed to interview the politician that was highest on the party list, as they

would presumably have the best information about their party.

4 Effects of Competition on Publicly-Provided Goods

Table 1 presents results from estimating Eq. (1), where we measure electoral competition

with the HHI. We estimate four stepwise regressions, starting with inclusion of only our
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measure of change in electoral competition and the lagged value of publicly-provided goods

provision (column 1). We then add our difference in volatility measure (columns 2). Finally,

we add to the specification of column 2 both the difference in logged population and the

initial levels of kilometers of paved roads and the number of sources of electricity (column

3). Finally, we add to the specification of column 2 both the difference in logged population

and the differences in kilometers of paved roads and in the number of sources of electricity

(column 4). We find a consistent story across all four specifications; a standard deviation

decrease in the HHI of political concentration between elections (and thus an increase in

electoral competition) is associated with between a 0.042 and a 0.049 standard deviation

decrease in an Anderson Index of publicly-provided goods provision.16 To put a standard

deviation decrease in the HHI between the two elections into perspective, going from five

parties each winning 1/5 of the vote to three parties with a 50–25–25 split of the vote would

yield just over a 1.1 standard deviation increase in the HHI. We thus interpret our findings

as a modest but robust decrease in the quantity of publicly-provided goods provided by

commune governments due to greater electoral competition.

A similar story emerges when we instead measure electoral competition using the margin

of victory of the winning party, as shown in Table 2. Here, a standard deviation—or 23.4

percentage point—decrease in the vote margin of the winning party between elections (and

thus an increase in electoral competition) is associated with between a 0.058 and a 0.062

standard deviation decrease in an Anderson Index of publicly-provided goods provision.17

One again, this is evidence of a modest but robust decrease in the quantity of publicly-

provided goods provided by commune governments due to greater electoral competition.

16A standard deviation decrease in the HHI difference is a 0.156 unit decrease; multiplying this by the
minimum (0.208) and maximum (0.241) values of the coefficients on the HHI difference lead to between a
0.033 and 0.038 unit decrease in the Anderson Index—a variable with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.766.
This implies 0.033/ 0.766 = 0.042 and 0.038/ 0.766 = 0.049 standard deviation decreases in the Anderson
Index, respectively.

17A standard deviation decrease in the vote margin difference is a 0.234 unit decrease; multiplying this
by the minimum (0.189) and maximum (0.203) values of the coefficients on the vote margin difference lead
to between a 0.044 and 0.048 unit decrease in the Anderson Index; this implies 0.044/ 0.766 = 0.058 and
0.048/ 0.766 = 0.062 standard deviation decreases in the Anderson Index, respectively.
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Table 1: Effect of Change in HHI (2004-2009) on Public Goods Index in 2013

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) 0.211∗ 0.229∗ 0.208∗ 0.241∗∗

(0.110) (0.115) (0.112) (0.115)
Public Goods Index 2008 0.787∗∗∗ 0.786∗∗∗ 0.769∗∗∗ 0.774∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.045) (0.049) (0.047)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.050 0.061 0.065

(0.058) (0.058) (0.056)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.053 0.102

(0.055) (0.066)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 0.000

(0.000)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.127∗∗

(0.055)
Change in Kilometers of Paved Roads (2008-2013) 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000)
Change, Sources of Electricity (2008-2013) 0.152∗∗

(0.066)
Constant 0.007 0.015 −0.024 −0.033

(0.030) (0.032) (0.044) (0.044)
Observations 664 660 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 2: Effect of Change in Margin of Victory (2004-2009) on Public Goods Index in 2013

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 0.189∗∗ 0.201∗∗ 0.195∗∗ 0.203∗∗

(0.075) (0.077) (0.075) (0.078)
Public Goods Index 2008 0.787∗∗∗ 0.786∗∗∗ 0.769∗∗∗ 0.774∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.045) (0.049) (0.047)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.057 0.069 0.070

(0.059) (0.060) (0.058)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.059 0.109

(0.055) (0.066)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 0.000

(0.000)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.128∗∗

(0.055)
Change in Kilometers of Paved Roads (2008-2013) 0.000∗∗∗

(0.000)
Change, Sources of Electricity (2008-2013) 0.153∗∗

(0.066)
Constant 0.006 0.015 −0.025 −0.035

(0.030) (0.032) (0.043) (0.044)
Observations 664 660 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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In addition to being robust to alternate measures of electoral competition, these findings

are also robust to alternate measures of publicly-provided goods. Appendix Tables A.1 and

A.2 show, for the HHI and margin of victory measures of electoral competition, respectively,

that our main findings still hold when we instead use our PCA public goods index. This

provides evidence that our estimates are not sensitive to the particular measure of publicly-

provided goods employed.

If electoral competition in a commune increased not only provision of publicly-provided

goods by the commune government, but also provision of publicly-provided goods by the

federal government, one might worry that we are estimating a spurious relationship between

competitiveness and local publicly-provided goods provision. That is, perhaps some omit-

ted variable drives both competitiveness and higher economic development in a commune,

which contributes to greater provision of publicly-provided goods to that commune by all

levels of government. To examine whether this is the case, we carry out a placebo analy-

sis. Specifically, we take as our publicly-provided goods outcomes two outcomes determined

at the federal rather than the commune level, and which we accordingly would not expect

to be affected by commune-level electoral competitiveness: kilometers of paved roads and

the number of sources of national electricity. Appendix Tables A.3 and A.4 regress paved

roads on competitiveness as measured by the HHI and the margin of victory, respectively,

while Appendix Tables A.5 and A.6 carry out the same two analyses for national sources of

electricity. We find that in no case does greater electoral competition yield improvements in

these publicly-provided goods outcomes.

5 Evidence for Coordination Mechanism

We test the argument that the negative effect of competition is working through the mecha-

nism of coordination failures by examining two observable implications in the data. First, we

look at whether competition is differentially affecting publicly-provided goods contingent on
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the level of coordination required for their provision as proposed in H2. The more excludable

a good, the more it is subject to coordination failures since members of the local government

representing geographically disparate groups will have more polarized preferences over where

to locate the good. Ex ante, we expect the provision of water is the most excludable and the

provision of primary schooling the least. Because fetching water requires carrying a heavy

load and has to be done with considerable frequency by one of the most productive members

of the household – the woman who has high opportunity costs – proximity to a clean water

source is highly valued. Wright (2012), for example, finds that distance from the existing

water source is one of the two primary determinants of a Kenyan household’s willingness to

pay for access to an new water source. By contrast, the expectation in many rural commu-

nities is that children will have to walk some distance to go to school. Furthermore, their

time and energy spent walking to school is less valuable to the household as they are less

productive, particularly in the primary school years.

Using seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) to jointly test the effect of competition on

individual publicly-provided goods outcomes in Tables 3 and 4, we find there is evidence of a

negative and significant effect of competition on access to water (significant at conventional

levels for margin of victory but not HHI) and health clinics.18 There is no significant effect

on schools or roads.

The above tests also serve as a robustness check on our original tests of the single public

goods index. As noted by Tsai (2007), SUR can be preferable to combining goods into an

index when local goods are differentially preferred across places. SUR allows us to simulta-

neously evaluate joint hypotheses while allowing for this possibility. Indeed, the SUR results

further confirm our original findings as we can reject the null hypothesis that the coefficient

on change in competitiveness in each component publicly-provided good regression is jointly

equal to zero (p= 0.08 for HHI; p= 0.00 for Margin of Victory).
18Using SUR is appropriate here because the outcome measures – individual local publicly-provided goods

– are not independent of each other. SUR allows combining the estimation results – parameter estimates and
associated (co)variance matrices – into one parameter vector and creates a simultaneous robust (co)variance
matrix. This (co)variance matrix is appropriate even if the estimates were obtained on the same data.
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Table 3: Effect of Change in HHI (2004-2009) on Public Goods in 2013

Schools Clinics Boreholes Roads
Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) −0.040 0.393∗ 0.216 0.212

(0.145) (0.207) (0.177) (0.197)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) −0.118 0.134 0.074 0.044

(0.090) (0.094) (0.101) (0.204)
Schools in 2008 0.691∗∗∗

(0.059)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) −0.057 0.202 −0.209 0.160

(0.114) (0.203) (0.180) (0.168)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 −0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.269∗∗∗ 0.140 0.245∗∗ 0.017

(0.088) (0.089) (0.104) (0.140)
Clinics in 2008 0.591∗∗∗

(0.069)
Boreholes in 2008 0.586∗∗∗

(0.074)
Rural Roads in 2008 0.477∗∗∗

(0.063)
Constant −0.039 −0.055 0.041 −0.056

(0.052) (0.093) (0.077) (0.070)
Observations 660
Pooled seemingly unrelated regression analyses with standard errors clustered at the cercle level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 4: Effect of Change in Margin of Victory (2004-2009) on Public Goods in 2013

Schools Clinics Boreholes Roads
Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 0.056 0.354∗∗∗ 0.205∗∗ 0.082

(0.100) (0.129) (0.095) (0.131)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) −0.105 0.146 0.082 0.034

(0.089) (0.096) (0.106) (0.204)
Schools in 2008 0.689∗∗∗

(0.059)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) −0.058 0.211 −0.203 0.164

(0.114) (0.201) (0.181) (0.168)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 −0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.268∗∗∗ 0.142 0.247∗∗ 0.021

(0.088) (0.087) (0.102) (0.139)
Clinics in 2008 0.593∗∗∗

(0.068)
Boreholes in 2008 0.584∗∗∗

(0.074)
Rural Roads in 2008 0.477∗∗∗

(0.063)
Constant −0.034 −0.058 0.039 −0.063

(0.053) (0.091) (0.077) (0.068)
Observations 660
Pooled seemingly unrelated regression analyses with standard errors clustered at the cercle level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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A second observable implication of whether coordination failures are indeed driving the

negative relationship between competition and publicly-provided goods is that this relation-

ship should be most apparent where there is no majority party on the council. In 39 percent

of rural councils, there is a single party that won a majority (over 50 percent) of available

council seats. In these cases, local policy will be easier to make, e.g. coordination among

parties is not required, because majority rule can more easily override conflicting opinions.

Furthermore, the internal council bureau that is responsible for the day-to-day operations

of the council is more likely to be from a single party because coalitions would not have

been required for the indirect election of one’s own party member to these posts. Indeed, 90

percent of mayors who are not from the plurality party are found in communes where there

is no majority party.

We test this observable implication in the data by examining whether the negative rela-

tionship between competition and our public goods index is conditional on there not being a

majority party on the council. Tables 5 and 6 show that, for both measures of competition,

the negative relationship is driven entirely by the 60 percent of communes in which there is

no majority party on the council. Column 2 runs our preferred regression specification on the

subset of communes without a majority party and Column 3 is the subset with a majority

party. The coefficient on the interaction term in Column 1 is close to conventional levels of

significance in both cases (p= 0.12 for HHI; p= 0.14 for Margin of Victory), indicating there

is a real difference in the effect of competitiveness across these subgroups.

6 Alternative Explanations

Competition is predicated on private, a substitute for public, goods

The primary dimension along which parties are competing may not be publicly-provided

goods provision. In young democracies where parties have weak reputations, clientelist

appeals or political promises to targeted groups and individuals are often more credible than
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Table 5: Effect of Change in HHI (2004-2009) on Public Goods Index in 2013, By Majority
Party on Council

(1) (2) (3)
No Majority Majority Interaction

Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) 0.477∗∗ 0.110 0.477∗∗

(0.209) (0.131) (0.209)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.125 0.043 0.125

(0.097) (0.076) (0.097)
Public Goods Index 2008 0.739∗∗∗ 0.787∗∗∗ 0.739∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.070) (0.055)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.079 0.030 0.079

(0.114) (0.095) (0.114)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.001) (0.000)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.187∗∗ −0.013 0.187∗∗

(0.071) (0.089) (0.071)
Majority Party −0.040

(0.091)
Difference in Competition, HHI × Majority Party −0.367

(0.238)
Difference in Volatility × Majority Party −0.082

(0.125)
Public Goods Index 2008 × Majority Party 0.048

(0.075)
Difference in Logged Population × Majority Party −0.049

(0.179)
Kilometers Paved Roads 2008 × Majority Party −0.000

(0.001)
Sources of Electricity 2008 × Majority Party −0.200∗

(0.114)
Constant 0.010 −0.030 0.010

(0.063) (0.066) (0.063)
Observations 405 255 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 6: Effect of Change in Margin of Victory (2004-2009) on Public Goods Index in 2013,
By Majority Party on Council

(1) (2) (3)
No Majority Majority Interaction

Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 0.386∗∗ 0.113 0.386∗∗

(0.159) (0.083) (0.160)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.139 0.046 0.139

(0.104) (0.077) (0.104)
Public Goods Index 2008 0.743∗∗∗ 0.783∗∗∗ 0.743∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.069) (0.055)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.086 0.034 0.086

(0.113) (0.094) (0.113)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.001) (0.000)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.194∗∗∗ −0.014 0.194∗∗∗

(0.070) (0.088) (0.070)
Majority Party −0.038

(0.090)
Difference in Competition, Margin × Majority Party −0.274

(0.190)
Difference in Volatility × Majority Party −0.093

(0.130)
Public Goods Index 2008 × Majority Party 0.040

(0.074)
Difference in Logged Population × Majority Party −0.052

(0.177)
Kilometers Paved Roads 2008 × Majority Party −0.000

(0.001)
Sources of Electricity 2008 × Majority Party −0.207∗

(0.114)
Constant 0.005 −0.033 0.005

(0.063) (0.065) (0.063)
Observations 405 255 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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universal policies (Keefer, 2007). Furthermore, the dense social organization within political

units, e.g. strong traditional authorities or strong ties to ascriptive identities(Chandra, 2004;

Rojo et al., 2015; Gottlieb, 2016a), can make clientelistic strategies of voter mobilization more

efficient than programmatic ones. And as Kitschelt and Wilkinson (2007) argue, in a low-

income environment, demands to supply targeted benefits can outweigh marginal increases

in returns to programmatic investments, focusing voter and politician attention on this

dimension. In such contexts, we would expect increased political competition to increase

clientelist appeals.

But if political competition is predicated on these other outcomes, it is unclear how

increases in competition will affect publicly-provided goods provision. This depends, in

part, on whether there are trade-offs or complementarities between the provision of publicly-

provided goods and the distribution of targeted benefits. If the delivery of publicly-provided

goods and targeted benefits are substitutes rather than complements (Adida et al., 2016)

due to distinct politician types or constraints on a politician’s budget of time or effort, then

an increasingly competitive political system can lead to improved targeted benefits to the

detriment of publicly-provided goods provision.

In our qualitative data, it is clear that, in most communes, competition is indeed predi-

cated, at least in part, on targeted rather than programmatic interests. As one respondent

says: “Here, personal interests reign. Supporters want to have more, so political parties work

hard to satisfy them.”19 However, in order for such competition over individual interests to

be consistent with the negative effect on publicly-provided goods, the provision of publicly-

provided goods and private transfers should be substitutes rather than complements. One

possibility is that politicians have a time budget such that spending more time on constituent

service makes them less likely to work to provide publicly-provided goods. The evidence for

this is weak. About 70 percent of respondents say that doing one does not impede them

from doing the other.
19Respondent 54.
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Figure 2: Distribution of monthly transfers to constituents (2009-2016), by post
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To assess the relationship between private transfers, publicly-provided goods provision

and electoral competition more systematically, we conducted a phone survey with 611 elected

officials in a representative sample of 313 communes in the weeks before the 2016 Malian local

elections. In almost all communes, we surveyed the mayor and a high-ranking member of the

largest opposition party. To assess private transfers, we asked how much money per month

each politician spent on constituents during the last mandate (see Figure 2 for distribution

of outcomes).20 To assess vote-buying – sometimes considered another instance of private

transfers to citizens – we asked each respondent the amount of money they expected their

party to spend on campaigning in the upcoming election (see Figure 3 for distribution of

outcomes)21.

Unlike Khemani (2015) who finds that vote-buying and publicly-provided goods provi-
20Informed by a pre-survey, we used a multiple-choice response set with pre-defined increments to increase

reliability. Values are translated into USD amounts from franc CFA using the exchange rate of 1 USD =
500 CFA.

21For better visibility, we exclude three extreme outliers from the graphic depiction of the distribution.
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Figure 3: Distribution of estimated campaign spending in 2016, by post
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sion are negatively correlated in the Philippines, we find no significant correlation between

expected vote-buying in 2016 and any measure of the public goods index (2008 and 2013

levels and their difference). We do, however, find a positive correlation between constituent

transfers and the 2008 and 2013 levels of the public goods index (p = 0.08). Given this, we

would not expect publicly-provided goods and private transfers to serve as substitutes for

one another or to find a positive relationship between private transfers and competitiveness

in our case. Indeed, when we use the same specification as in the publicly-provided goods

regressions, we find a null or negative relationship between changes in competitiveness and

constituent spending as shown in Table 7. This finding echoes the result in Weghorst and

Lindberg (2013) that programmatic and clientelistic electoral strategies in Africa are often

not mutually exclusive.
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Table 7: Effect of Change in Competition (2004-2009) on Monthly Constituent Spending
(2009-2016)

(1) (2)
Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) 0.857∗

(0.481)
Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 0.281

(0.248)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.220 0.167

(0.231) (0.237)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) −0.237 −0.252

(0.331) (0.341)
Number of sources of national electricity 2008 0.140 0.158

(0.155) (0.161)
Kilometers of paved roads 2008 −0.001∗∗ −0.001∗∗

(0.000) (0.000)
Mayor 0.392∗∗∗ 0.389∗∗∗

(0.101) (0.099)
2008: dummy - urban −0.394 −0.390

(0.294) (0.314)
Observations 585 585
Ordered probit models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Lack of resources driving incumbent disadvantage and low spending

In one of the few empirical studies that similarly finds a negative relationship between

political competitiveness and publicly-provided goods provision, Boulding and Brown (2014)

blame voter turnout. They argue that municipalities with fewer resources are less able to

mobilize voter turnout and so incumbents rarely win reelection. It is in these places that

look competitive that social spending is also lowest. While we aim to account for such an

explanation by controlling for factors that would impact the local budget such as population

size and indices of development, we can also control for voter turnout. When we add the

change in voter turnout from 2004 to 2009 to Equation 2, the coefficients on our measures

of political competitiveness remain unchanged.

7 Generalizability

We have shown that, in the case of Mali, there is a significant negative relationship between

changes in local political competition and the provision of local publicly-provided goods. Our

theory implies that such a case is the result of competition increasing the costs of publicly-

provided goods provision (via coordination constraints) at a faster rate than competition

decreases rent-seeking (and thus expands the size of the potential budget). Here, we discuss

some of the contextual features of Mali that may contribute to this particular relationship

between δ and s, and how lessons from this case can generalize to other cases.

In Mali, there are factors that both increase the potential for politicians to encounter

coordination problems and decrease the potential for competitive elections to mitigate rent-

seeking. With respect to the former, the institutional setup of local governments is such

that coalitions are often necessary for policymaking. A single party rarely holds both the

seats on the bureau and a majority of council seats such that policy can be enacted without

any opposition. The personalistic nature of politics described earlier leads to severe fraction-

alization of parties (an average of over 6 parties per council in 2009) such that any policy
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made and implemented requires the cooperation of multiple actors with different interests.

Further, the high level of electoral volatility, and especially party switching by politicians,

makes long-term coalitions between parties difficult to sustain.

With respect to the latter, the potential for competitive elections to expand the size of

the public budget through decreased rent-seeking is relatively weak. Malian voters have

exceedingly little information about local politics and hold politicians to quite low standards

(Gottlieb, 2016b). There is also evidence that councilmembers can collude to withhold

information about rent-seeking from voters.22

These features of the Malian context guide predictions about where we are likely to see

a similar negative effect of competition on publicly-provided goods, e.g. where increasing

coordination costs are likely to outweigh decreases in rent-seeking. While we do not have

outside cases to test our scope conditions comparatively, we can take advantage of internal

variation within Mali’s communes. One observable feature of communes that could decrease

the threat of coordination failure is the existence of a majority party. We have already shown

in Tables 5 and 6 that having a majority party on the council indeed mitigates the negative

effect of competition on coordination costs. An additional implication is thus that party

systems that are more fractionalized and electoral systems that allow for multiple parties to

govern simultaneously, e.g. multi-member districts, are more likely to see a negative effect

of competition on publicly-provided goods.

One observable feature of Malian communes that could increase the likelihood that com-

petitive elections mitigate rent-seeking is the level of development in the commune. More

developed communes should have both better developed information infrastructure and more

educated citizens. An implication from our theory is thus that the negative effect of compe-

tition is more likely to obtain in less developed communes. We can directly test this in our

data.
22Gottlieb (2015) finds evidence that commune councilors from different parties sometimes have incentives

to collude to jointly reap the spoils of office rather than compete and drive down the size of the pie, leading
to fewer and less productive public investments on the one hand, and access to rents by opposition parties
on the other.
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First, we construct a measure of commune development, by carrying out a PCA that

includes the 2008 levels of our central government infrastructure provision outcomes: the

number of kilometers of paved roads and the number of sources of electricity in the com-

mune. We take the first principal component emerging from this analysis and call it our

2008 development index. We then examine whether there is any evidence of heterogenous

impacts of electoral competition on publicly-provided goods provision by the commune’s

2008 development index in Table 8 for our HHI measure and in Table 9 for our margin of

victory measure. In both cases, the effect of changes in electoral competition between the two

elections is only statistically significant for communes in the bottom half of the distribution

of the 2008 development index, and its effects are larger in magnitude for such communes as

well. However, it is important to note that these differences are not statistically significant;

we cannot reject at conventional significance levels the null hypothesis that the effects are

the same. If effect sizes are small, our sample may be too small to pick them up. Overall,

we take this as suggestive (but not conclusive) evidence that, at higher levels of develop-

ment, electoral competition is less likely to have a negative effect on publicly-provided goods

provision – in line with our proposition that this is when we should expect reductions in

rent-seeking to outweigh coordination costs.
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Table 8: Effect of Change in HHI (2004-2009) on Public Goods Index in 2013, By 2008 Level of Development

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Interaction Interaction Bottom half Top half

Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) 0.202∗ 0.231∗ 0.231∗ 0.221
(0.119) (0.119) (0.119) (0.200)

Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.066 0.104 0.104 0.024
(0.058) (0.073) (0.073) (0.101)

Public Goods Index 2008 0.776∗∗∗ 0.739∗∗∗ 0.739∗∗∗ 0.788∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.086) (0.086) (0.055)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.063 0.014 0.014 0.127∗

(0.063) (0.080) (0.079) (0.071)
Difference in Competition, HHI × Development Index 2008 −0.130

(0.134)
Development Index, 2008 0.022

(0.025)
Difference in Volatility × Development Index 2008 −0.034

(0.079)
Public Goods Index 2008 × Development Index 2008 −0.005

(0.037)
Difference in Logged Population × Development Index 2008 0.021

(0.038)
Difference in Competition, HHI × Top Half Development Index 2008 −0.011

(0.211)
Top Half Development Index 2008 0.053

(0.064)
Difference in Volatility × Top Half Development Index 2008 −0.080

(0.128)
Public Goods Index 2008 × Top Half Development Index 2008 0.049

(0.103)
Difference in Logged Population × Top Half Development Index 2008 0.112

(0.101)
Constant −0.005 −0.035 −0.035 0.018

(0.045) (0.054) (0.054) (0.058)
Observations 660 660 373 287
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 9: Effect of Change in Margin of Victory (2004-2009) on Public Goods Index in 2013, By 2008 Level of Development

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Interaction Interaction Bottom half Top half

Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 0.169∗∗ 0.227∗∗ 0.227∗∗ 0.140
(0.082) (0.087) (0.087) (0.111)

Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.070 0.114 0.114 0.021
(0.059) (0.073) (0.073) (0.104)

Public Goods Index 2008 0.774∗∗∗ 0.738∗∗∗ 0.738∗∗∗ 0.790∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.083) (0.083) (0.055)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.066 0.021 0.021 0.131∗

(0.061) (0.078) (0.078) (0.073)
Difference in Competition, Margin × Development Index 2008 −0.145

(0.114)
Development Index, 2008 0.031

(0.027)
Difference in Volatility × Development Index 2008 −0.046

(0.080)
Public Goods Index 2008 × Development Index 2008 −0.006

(0.038)
Difference in Logged Population × Development Index 2008 0.002

(0.049)
Difference in Competition, Margin × Top Half Development Index 2008 −0.088

(0.127)
Top Half Development Index 2008 0.048

(0.062)
Difference in Volatility × Top Half Development Index 2008 −0.092

(0.130)
Public Goods Index 2008 × Top Half Development Index 2008 0.052

(0.101)
Difference in Logged Population × Top Half Development Index 2008 0.110

(0.103)
Constant −0.005 −0.035 −0.035 0.012

(0.045) (0.052) (0.052) (0.058)
Observations 660 660 373 287
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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8 Conclusion

Using panel data from Malian localities, we have demonstrated a robust negative relation-

ship between democratic political competition and the provision of local publicly-provided

goods. While this result may seem surprising given standard models of electoral accountabil-

ity, the literature provides a ready explanation for why, in new democracies or developing

countries where clientelism is prevalent, we may not expect a positive relationship between

competition and publicly-provided goods. While we do not reject the claim that, in some

cases, competition can increase private transfers at the expense of publicly-provided goods

(see one empirical example from Driscoll (2015) in Ghana), we do not find evidence that

this is the mechanism driving our finding. Instead, we argue and provide evidence for a

new mechanism underpinning the negative relationship between political competitiveness

and publicly-provided goods provision: coordination failures among competing politicians.

We develop a theory to generate predictions about when we should be most likely to

see coordination failures among politicians lead to the negative effect of competition on

publicly-provided goods provision. Our theory assumes that increases in competition effects

governance in two ways. First, it can decrease rent-seeking by politicians, thereby increasing

the total budget they can spend on either private transfers or publicly-provided goods.

Second, it can increase the cost of producing publicly-provided goods by making it more

difficult for politicians to coordinate once they are elected to positions in government. The

relative impact on rent-seeking and coordination costs will determine whether an increase or

decrease in publicly-provided goods obtains.

Notably, our theory also accommodates the competing phenomenon – that increases in

private transfers provision can lead to simultaneous decreases in publicly-provided goods

provision. We show that whether this happens depends on the substitutability of private

transfers and publicly-provided goods. Of course, the two mechanisms are not mutually

excludable. While, under some parameters, the predictions of both arguments are observa-

tionally equivalent, we happen to have a case in which we can drive a wedge between the
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two. When public and private transfers are close substitutes, we should see competition drive

up private transfers provision and drive down publicly-provided goods provision under both

mechanisms. However, when the two goods are less substitutable, we will not necessarily see

an increase in private transfers provision under our preferred mechanism as we still would

under the alternative explanation.

While we would only expect the negative finding from Mali to manifest in similar contexts

where coordination among multiple, potentially diverse actors is required for policymaking

and where governments are relatively non-transparent, our argument is more general. It

makes predictions about whether and when competition should produce a negative effect

on private transfers and publicly-provided goods provision. In addition, it highlights an

important feature of political competition that has thus far been ignored in the literature:

its potential to exacerbate the daily workings of governance in between elections.
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A Robustness Checks
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A.1 Main Tables using Principal Components Index

Table A.1: Effect of Change in HHI (2004-2009) on 2013 Public Goods Index, PCA

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) 0.298∗ 0.331∗ 0.298∗ 0.368∗∗

(0.171) (0.176) (0.175) (0.175)
Public Goods Index, PCA, 2008 (4 items) 0.791∗∗∗ 0.791∗∗∗ 0.775∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.045) (0.047) (0.046)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.093 0.112 0.130

(0.122) (0.125) (0.112)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) −0.003 0.079

(0.139) (0.132)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 0.000

(0.001)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.222∗∗

(0.092)
Change in Kilometers of Paved Roads (2008-2013) 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000)
Change, Sources of Electricity (2008-2013) 0.286∗∗

(0.124)
Constant 0.010 0.025 −0.011 −0.032

(0.055) (0.057) (0.077) (0.078)
Observations 664 660 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.2: Effect of Change in Margin of Victory (2004-2009) on 2013 Public Goods Index,
PCA

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 0.276∗∗ 0.298∗∗ 0.287∗∗ 0.301∗∗

(0.116) (0.118) (0.115) (0.118)
Public Goods Index, PCA, 2008 (4 items) 0.790∗∗∗ 0.791∗∗∗ 0.775∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.045) (0.047) (0.046)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) 0.104 0.125 0.136

(0.124) (0.127) (0.116)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.005 0.090

(0.139) (0.131)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 0.000

(0.001)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.224∗∗

(0.091)
Change in Kilometers of Paved Roads (2008-2013) 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000)
Change, Sources of Electricity (2008-2013) 0.288∗∗

(0.124)
Constant 0.009 0.025 −0.013 −0.035

(0.055) (0.057) (0.075) (0.075)
Observations 664 660 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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A.2 Placebo Tests: Paved Roads and Electricity

Table A.3: Placebo Test: Effect of Change in HHI (2004-2009) on Kilometers of Paved Roads
in 2013

(1) (2) (3)
Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) −15.530 −22.853 −23.629

(18.471) (24.076) (23.954)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 1.067∗∗∗ 1.061∗∗∗ 1.060∗∗∗

(0.050) (0.048) (0.049)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) −24.870 −24.675

(20.669) (20.261)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 15.310

(11.373)
Constant 19.078∗∗∗ 15.617∗∗∗ 10.275∗∗

(4.998) (2.973) (3.856)
Observations 664 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.4: Placebo Test: Effect of Change in Margin of Victory (2004-2009) on Kilometers
of Paved Roads in 2013

(1) (2) (3)
Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 7.079 2.758 2.802

(5.619) (6.338) (6.333)
Kilometers of Paved Roads 2008 1.066∗∗∗ 1.061∗∗∗ 1.059∗∗∗

(0.050) (0.048) (0.049)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) −21.949 −21.673

(18.735) (18.316)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 14.768

(11.536)
Constant 19.781∗∗∗ 16.805∗∗∗ 11.689∗∗∗

(5.514) (3.555) (3.530)
Observations 664 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01

Table A.5: Placebo Test: Effect of Change in HHI (2004-2009) on Number of Sources of
National Electricity in 2013

(1) (2) (3)
Difference in Competition, HHI (2009-2004) 0.103 0.091 0.090

(0.078) (0.080) (0.080)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.640∗∗∗ 0.637∗∗∗ 0.632∗∗∗

(0.046) (0.046) (0.046)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) −0.045 −0.045

(0.056) (0.056)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.048

(0.054)
Constant 0.085∗∗∗ 0.079∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.015) (0.022)
Observations 664 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.6: Placebo Test: Effect of Change in Margin of Victory (2004-2009) on Number of
Sources of National Electricity in 2013

(1) (2) (3)
Difference in Competition, Margin (2009-2004) 0.037 0.028 0.028

(0.045) (0.047) (0.047)
Number of Sources of National Electricity 2008 0.642∗∗∗ 0.639∗∗∗ 0.634∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.045) (0.046)
Difference in Volatility (2009-2004) −0.050 −0.050

(0.056) (0.056)
Difference in Logged Population (2009-1998) 0.049

(0.054)
Constant 0.082∗∗∗ 0.076∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.015) (0.021)
Observations 664 660 660
OLS models with standard errors clustered at the cercle level. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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